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The Honey Crop For 1894. and hot wave reaches, we cannot at 

U0 far, July 27, the reports from the this writing ascertain, but indications 
: Ss state of Nebraska indicate a very and reports would justify in saying 

oe short crop, and the prospects for that at least it- reaches three-fourths 

°° the future honey flow are not at over the State. 
all promising. There is in our own immediate vicin- 

| Beginning with the early spring, the ity heartease and other honey produc- 
dry weather shortened all kinds of hon ing plants still in condition to furnish 

ey bloom; then late frosts killed much a good flow of honey if we get rains 

of the fruit bloom; after that came the soon. Whether such conditions exist 

rains, which started plants, that fur- elsewhere we do not know, but we do 
, nished honey in abundance for a few know that in a great many counties in 

days; then another dry time, which the State, there are not now, nor will 

withered them all up; later rains, and there be, any honey blossoms this year, 
another crop of bloom only to be burn- to any great extent. For almost a quar- 

ed up, making three seperate honey- ter of a century, we have watched the 
| flows, lasting from one to three weeks honey flowers of the State, and we are 

each. Some localities in the State have willing to stake our reputation for ob- 

fared a little better, while some, not so servations, that over one-half to three- 

well. fourths of the State, there never was 

For the past six days, the hot air has such a scarcity of honey flora, and bees 
been burning like the scorching blasts in many counties will not gather suffi- 

from a furnace. Each day, from 10 a. cient stores for wintering. There are, 

m.to3or4 p.m. the thermometer has however, favored locations where ob- 
registered 100 and upward, and some- servant persons are handling bees 

times running as high as 110 in the which will give some surplus honey, 
shade herein our apiary and fields. and some sections of the State have 

Corn is burned and wilting down and been so highly favored with rains that 

vegetation of all kinds is badly scorch- bees will all yield a surplus. Never be- 
. ed. Yesterday, July 26, we had in ad- fore have we had so good a chance to 

dition to seven hours of heat, at 110° study some things, both inside the hive 
in the shade, a south wind blowing at and its surroundings, as this season. 

the rate of 40 miles an hour, and the Our location being very near a small 

question at night was, “what has lived stream, and lake which covers six or » 

through?” How extensive this drouth eight acres, the shores of which afford 

, 
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much bloom, also the acres of mellons, ing, the same as in artificial swarming 

tomatoes and gardens, our bees have or divisions. They feed to excess, soon — 

* been storing a little extra honey, while tire of the job and give up im disgust. — 
those out of reach of these have starv- They are after the same style of a man 

ed, not having been strong enough to as the Irishman, who, taking a hog 

gather any more than for current liv- froma neighbor to fatten for a half, 
ing during the few days when there Taking the hog home in the evening, 

was an abundance. he sat up all night to feed it well, and 

What is true of Nebraska. regarding butchering it in the morning, returning 

surplus honey this year, 1s also true of one-half to the former owner. He fed 

many of the honey producing states. heavy and wanted immediate returns. 

Ohio, Illinois, Michigan and Minnesota So with our bee friends who feed a 

each report a little basswood honey, quart of feed, whether honey is coming 
which is their main dependence for in or not. Wehave fed our bees to 

surplus, All the states report less than stimulate brood-rearing for several 

for several years, while in California years, and unless we see something 
the honey state, reports are an almost more than the past has developed, we 

absolute failure. Under this condition expect to continue feeding more gen- 
of the surplus honey crop, those who eralin the future. It may only be a 

have a good article to sell, should re- cranky notion of ours, that it pays to do 

ceive an increased price for it, so that so, but so long as we can see a reason- 

if you have asingle case or a dozen able chance of using three cents worth 

tons, don’t be in haste to dispose of it of sugar and raising bees to store $1.05 
to the first one whom you meet at his worth of honey, we will keep on in the 

own price, especially if he tells you same line; others can do as they choose 

that there is “a great’surplus this year.” When we first began stimulative 
Demand a good price for your product feeding, we, like others, thought if a 
this year. tea-cup-full is good, why not three cups 

Pacer oe A full, three times better! and like others 

Stimulative Feeding. we could not figure out pay enough to 
ee make a good balance. After looking 

WEN DER the above heading, we see, the matter over more closely we came 

U for the past few months, a large to this conclusion, that if we were to 

we number of articles in the different give the bees any aid, it must be as 
s bee papers, and seemingly no two near in the manner in which they were 

writers seem to agree as to the advisa by nature fitted to use it, and as near 

bility of feeding to stimulate brood- as possible conform to natural meth- 

rearing. While many of our prominent ods. 

bee keepers, all over the northern states | When bees begin gathering honey in 
denounce the practice and can’ see no the spring, they do not gather a quart 

good in it at all. of sloppy syrup a day. Now when fed 
In stimulative feeding, there is such a quart a day, it takes their entire time 

a diversity of opinion and practice, that to store it away, and in their haste they 

each writer views the work and results fill the cells with syrup, which it is the 

from a different standpoint from his object to have filled with brood, when 
neighbor. One writes says: “Feed a if fed more slowly they would use what 

quart a day, whether honey is coming was needed for food, and store the bal- 

in or not.” This to our idea is not ance,if any,in the combs above the 

stimulative feeding, but for gluttony. brood. 
Men loose their common sense in feed- Of late seasons, our practice is sim- 

(\
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ply this: We open our hives in March, The little care and expense, in feed- 

to see if winter stores are all gone, ifso ing the bees ahead of the honey flow,in 

| feed to be stored in the combs, or bet- our estimation, pays as well as that 
ter still, insert a comb of sealed honey. used in any other line of feeding live 

| Then repack as well as in the fall, stock, but for stimulative feeding don’t 
leaving them until pollen is being gath- forget the end in view and feed to sur- 

ered freely and a little honey coming feiting, which is too often the case. 

in. Brood rearing has by this time PSs Tee a 

; been well begun. Then watch careful- Making Syrup Without Heat That Will Not 

| ly and if the bees gather a tea-spoon- Ronn OR Cry rallies 
ful during the day, give them a table- BY DR, J.T. BEALL. 

f spoonful of good syrup at night with as eee 
little excitement as possible. Continue — yow and when to feed are questions 

| this feed every night until they begin which I shall leave to those of larger 

to get some stored away unsealed, &- nq riper experiences to answer, while 
bove the brood nest. Then if the weath- 7 spat attempt to offer some sugges- 

er is warm and favorable and the hon- tions upon that other but not less im- 
ey flow outside increasing, spread the portant phase of the question, what 

brood nest from the center and insert shay we feed? x 
the combs from the outside of the nest Sugar syrup seems to be the most 

. having the least brood and continue gyailable material for the purpose; but. 
light feeding, being careful not to al- there are various objections to its use 
low storage enough to interfere with as ordinarily prepared. I am satisfied 

the room for the queen to lay eggs. A that the mode of preparation which I 
tea-cup of syrup has been our heaviest shail now attempt to describe--but for 
feed this year, and that only in a very which I do not claim originality—will 
few exceptional cases. We only feed overcome many if not all of these ob- 
so as to have our worker bees ready for jections. 

the expected honey flow, which gener- “procure a five-gallon tin can having 
ally come with very close regularity ahoney gate at the bottom. Punck 

each year. We have, under this treat- three or four very small holes, about 
ment this season, had full sized L. equal distance apart, one and a_ half 

frames filled with foundation, which inches from the top ‘of the can. For 

were inserted in the center of the brood convenience we will call this can the 
nest, drawn out and nine-tenths of the receiver. Now have another five gal- 

cells filled with eggs within 36 hours, jon can made so that it will fit into the 
having had two cups of syrup during top of the receiver about one inch. The that time. Weuse the Hill Feeders jottom of this can—which we will call 
only, with a round hole cut through the the “pereolator”—should be made in 

Gay an eee ae the shape of a funnel, with a slightly 
: ey 1g tor brood rear- tapering nozzle one inch long and % 

ing, we think common sense to come inch in diameter at the outlet. Into 
into play as well as in feeding P18S OT the nozzle of the funnel fit a cork hay- 
Pa ao sane einai ing several vertical grooves 1-16 inch 

matte a tage ane: ne deep cut in its circumference. Now 

for growth, a ARNEL Poca sin aeanihe pack the funnel end of the percolator 

: fed et Oe sexnt with a good quality of cotton previous- 
eed ard in the same quantities as af: ly saturated with water, well squeezed 

ter he has the growth; we then feed for out, A loose-fitting cover completes 
| pork, and the steer for beef. the percolator. 

,
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Fill the percolator about two-thirds the run of it.” Unlike the old method 
full of granulated sugar, and then pour of making syrup on the kitchen stove, 

in cold water until the can is about there are no fires to keep up, no dauby 
full. Soft water is preferable. The sticky utensils for the wife to clean, no 

first half-gallon of syrup which passes burned fingers, and no “swear words.” 
into the receiver should be returned to The cotton, which should be of the 

the percolator, as it will be too light. best quality, must be renewed occa- 

All that is necessary now is to keep sionally; but one packing will be suffi- 

pouring in sugar and’cold water occa- cient for at least half a barrel of syrup. 

sionally, and to draw off the syrup asit Although this syrup comes drop by 

accumulates in the receiver. Always drop, the process goes on, with unvary- 
keep enough sugar in the percolater to ing regularty, 24 hours every day; and 

cover the cotton toa depth of about afew minutes’ attention twice or three 
two inches. It is not necessary to times a day is all that is required. By 

weigh the sugar nor measure the water having the sugar-barrel and water- 
Just keep up the supply of material, supply convenient, and arranging a 

and the apparatus, like the kodak, barrel or other suitable receptacle un- 
“does the rest.” der the honey-gate, the labor is mini- 

Technically this is a solution of pure mized to the last degree. 
sugar. It isa clear, clean, transparent To any one who may be inclined to 
liquid, having a specific gravity of 1- think this process too slow I haye only 

556. It is perfectly staple in any cli- t0 Say, try it and prepare for a pleasant 

mate, will never sour nor granulate, It Surprise. Lastly, this syrup is of such 
is heavier than any stable syrup that ® consistency that it is immediately a- 
can be made by heat, and is never over- vailable for use by the bees, requiring 

done nor undone. The heaviest syrup 2° evaporation after being placed in 
that can be made by heat—the officinal the cells. : 
simple syrup of the U. 8. Pharmacop- “leanings. 
cia—has a gravity of 1.317, and is lia- Wrote oa 
ble to ferment as well as to deposit The Best Honey Plant. 

crystals. Pars ts Z 
The slight yellow tinge is due to the | We have never yet seen nor heard of 

fact that, as the syrup passes through a honey plant, which to our notion, is 

the percolator, the ultramarine—which equal to the pletirisy. We say this be- 

is used by sugar-refiners for substan- cause it is handsome, tenacious and yet 

tially the same reason that the laun- never obnoxious, it being perfectly easy 

dress uses indigo—is left behind, and to destroy when an attempt is made. 
will be found in the cotton packing. It is tough, self-sustaining, and with 

Just how inimical this subtance is to all, perennial, lasting for years, the top 

the bee economy I am not prepared to dying every year, but the root living on 

say; but I feel safe in asserting that as many years until it finally dies of old 

Jake Smith would say, “it don’t do no age. It grows luxurantly on poor land 

pertickler good.” Iam convinced, how or amid grass and weeds. Each seed 

ever, that the most deleterious sub- has a baloon, which aids in its dissem- 

stances found in sugar syrup, as usual- ination. We know of no plant, except 

ly made, are the result of faulty meth- sweet clover, which is a biennial, that 

ods of manufacture. ean compare with it. Itis just the plant 

This apparatus can be placed in any to introduce into waste places. In this 

out-of-the-way corner, and requires latitude it is in full bloom at the close 

yery little attention after once “getting of basswood, and together with sweet 

i)
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clover, they completely fill the gap, or opened or disturbed; they have sent , 
honey dearth, between basswood and out swarm after swarm, that have 

hake flower: IP-¢ mone where they plese ad thi 
blossoms are so loaded with nectar that Very year, on June 3rd, one of 
it can be seen standing in them with them sent out a large swarm, and 

the naked eye, and the bees will not, then another on June 16th The 

leave it for basswood, and that ‘means Other sent out a swarm in the latter 

saat tor atty. osbor honey. ON part of May, and another on June 
plant. It secretes nectar in all kinds of i 

weather, cold or wet, rain or shine, ana 12th, and to-day both hives are fill- 
the quality of the honey is very excel- ed with bees. 
lent and of light color, It is in profuse The hives are made of 2-inch { 
bloom this year as usual, and we shall thi¢k lumber. The seasons: have 

ees no ome ut vated ofcourse but daring enh 
tain from 50 to 80 seeds each, and we Of these four years, the tempera- 
put them in sacks 6, 12,20, and 100 for ture has been as low as 12 and 15° 
10, 15,25 and 75 cents per sack, post- below zero. 

paid to any address, If there is auy Now does the above statement 
honey plant in the world with whieh it prove anything, or not? To my 

would pay to plant valuable land, en- Z ptee Pes . i moe 
tirely and exclusively for honey, it is mind it proves just this, viz.: That 

the pleurisy. We know of no objection these two colonies have wintered 
to this plant, its nature and habits, and thrived with absolutely no pro- 

seeming to be perfect. tection We have been taught that 
Bee Keepers’ Quarterly. we can foretell the future by past 

b Note:—The item on page 128 about : ee Wiis 

Mr. Heddon, should read “sweet clo- ©XPerence. This, toa certain— 
ver.” yes, to a very large—extent is true; 

BWR Ne eae and from the statement given a- 
bove, I deduce a theory, and that 

PS eee is, that bees need no particular pro- 
Tam led to ask the above ques- tection to cause them to winter 

tion, by the actual results of the safely; and further, that no rule for 

last four years, with two colonies wintering has yet been given that 
of bees that came within my imme- can be said to be absolutely safe. 

diate observation. These two col- As I have stated many times in 

onies are hived in ordinary 14-story the past, I have always wintered 

L. hives, the lower stories being my bees on the summer stands; the 

used as brood-chambers, the half loss has been extremely small, and 

stories being used for surplus, they I have found it no less in. colonies 

having had no protection whatever, supposed to be well protected, than 
save what is given by putting them in those that were allowed ‘‘to go 
on the south side of an out-build- as they please.” 
ing. During all those four years, The above is not written argu- 

these bees have been in no wise mentatively, but merely a matter 

a ;
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of my own experience. veying the many fields of different — 
American Bee Journal. labor lying at her feet, and only 

a zat So seeks to select the one to which her — 

Bee ene Boni Ue Es strength, tastes and finances nat- 
i =, urally lead. From the higher pro- 

It is not every one who knows how » . SE 
: ._, fessions, and those requiring long 

to/properly use a smoker in the apiary! Leff Re : = 

I think I use much less smoke than | ™ental effort and training, many a 
did years ago. I frequently open hives Woman may still be debarred from 
now with no smoke at all, but it may lack of health and strength to bear 
be only fair to add that it is only such the confinement of study, and with 
hives as I know the disposition of the * is 

oe " _. only small capital may wish an oc- 
occupants. Mr. Pringle in an article in ae Th aes 

the Practical Bee Keeper has the fol. CUpation stil inte ectnal and re- 
lowing to say on the subject; fined, yet having the rigor of out- 

“But, given a goodsmokerand agood door life, and the demand for little 
smoke, I find that pulse a few know capital in its beginning. To such 
how to use the smoke. They may know . . a 

: e IT come with a plea in favor of a 
how to use the smoker but not the ' an I i 

smoke. The different colonies of bees, PUrsMit which has brought me 
like differing and different pupils in health and strength, has given me 

school, require different treatment. A golden opportunities for study of 
gentle puff is amply sufficient forsome, the beautiful and useful in nature, 
a torrent of blasts for others. But be- oi 

) # torrent of blasts for others. But be- 44 has also had a very satisfactory 
gin gently with all and only give such ff I 4 f 5 
doses as are required.” effect upon't 1€ SIZE 0. my purse. ; 

Review. If there is one person in all this 
pues eee ocr broad land of ours who has a right 

Bee-Keeping and Poultry as an Occupation for to he an enthusiast on the subject 
Wemen. aD Ants RU e 

: of bee-culture I certainly’ am pre- 
BY MRS. S. E. SHERMAN. 2 

eminently that person. A poor 
Written for the Woman's Congress of Texas. dyspeptic, who for years could not 

In giving a glance backward eat anything that had a drop of 

over the past twenty years of my grease in it, or drink even a spoon- 

life, nothing strikes me more for- ful of that delicious beverage—cof- 
cibly than the wonderful change fee—without the most dire results 
made in the world’s opinion of la- following such imprudence; I can 

bor for our sex, and in the oppor- now eat almost anything with im- 
tunities and openings for women punity, which change has been 

* who do not wish to be idlers in life, brought about by active out-door 
t e 2 Ww st be bread- late ae A rer and for those who must be bread exercise, working with the ever 
winners. . ; 

we busy little bee, Haven’t Ia cause 
Twenty years ago women erept 1 inacmene nie 

. ‘ Sl ae: ; siast, ink 
tremblingly along in one or two oc- Renee ene eae z 

cupations—teaching and sewing. YOU, Upon this subject? 
Now she stands out proudly sur Concluded in newt issue. 

i
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At the next meeting of our State Bee-Keepers’ Convention, the fol- ‘ 
lowing are some of the topics for dircussion: 

Object lessons in the Apiary, 1894. 

Natural, viz. Artificial Swarming...............Stimulative Feeding. 

; Scientific, viz. Natural Queen Rearing. i 

Extracted, viz. Comb Honey for Home Markets. 

The best Hive to Use, and Why.........Honey as Food and Medicine. 

Does it pay to plant Crops with a view to Honey Production? 
; And if so, What to Plant. 

Honey Flora of the State, and kinds of honey obtained. \ 

New Appliances for the Apiary............-.......When to Extract. 

Range of Flight of Bees Gathering Honey. 

Large, viz. Small Brood Nests....Cost of Honey pr.pound to produce. 

Nebraska Italian Bees. 

Some of these subjects have been assigned to persons who will pre- . 
pare papers, and the rest will soon be assigned. ‘Lhe entire program 
will be published in our next issue. If our readers have special subjects 
they wish brought before the Convention, send them to the Secretary at 

once. We are bound to make the next, the best and most instructive of ~ 
any ever held in the State, and we want your co-operation in doing so. 

We will print all papers presented and the best of the discussions, 
but it is impossible to get as much good from printed reports, as to be 
there and ask questions, so come and enjoy this Convention meeting. 

Thos. G. Newman, former editor The Review is bragging about 
of the American Bee Jovrnal, says: Chas. Koeppen, of that place, put- 
“The greatest enemy to the pursuit ting foundation into 464 sections in 

of bee keeping is the one who -ex- one hour, using the Woodcock fas- 

tracts unripe honey. It often fer- tener—Well, now—-we more than 
ments and ruins a good market. doubled that number in an bour 

me ee using the ,*Buckskin” section press 
Another county bee keepers’ so- : ‘ ; : 

fe i : ,. and did not think of making any 
ciety in Nebraska. Buffalo Co., is : j . 

atte g : : great record either. 
coming into line of work with the Sie OS 

-) S i veg e . . State Society. We hope tohave a prot Cook is making many new 

good report from them hereafter. , . cae eine oa ea 5 
5, ‘i : friends in his California home, as 

Don’t get discouraged if your at- 1 3 5 

gtendance is small. If you study to V° Tas acting as a mediator be- 
improve, you will improve as you tween the bee and fruit men, at 
study. which he seems to be a success. 

iy %
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>The * Nebraska x Bee-Keeper<* Wonder if our thermometers will 

Published Mouthly. get settled down to business again 
Sean Sone. ready for the cool wave, due about 

Subscription Price, 50 Cents per Year. Jan. 1, 1895. 

MNORK,)... -NES&BRAEKA, Sie ao aes 

Entered at the postoffice at York as second class The Russian Thistle as a pest is 
PRR sae NU Ll _ rapidly spreading all over the state 

Official Organ of the Nebraska State of Nebraska, and our next Legisla- 
Bee Keepers Association. ture should pass stringent laws for 

DRM Sree ne Ciny its extermation. 4 
Bee Keepers’ Associations. A. if ss 

apes ‘ Heddon names pleurisy plant as Pres’t-Hon. R. L. Taylor Lapeer, Mich. Pp ry Dana 
Gen’) Mng’t-T.G.Newman, Chicago, Ill. the best honey plant; next he names 

147 South Western Avenue, scarlet clover. On another page 
North Américan. may be found his article under the 

Pres.-Emerson T. Abbott St.Joseph,Mo. heading. ‘‘The Best Honey Plant.” 
See.-Frank Benton,—Washington, D.C. So Sg ge 

Be ee ee Wat Ori Chicago, MI. Are you making arrangements to | 
Nebraska State. ° % Aan 

President—E. Whitecomb—Friend. attend the State Bee Keepers’ Con- 
Secretary —L. D. Stilson— York. vention at Lincoln, Sept. 11, 12. 

Nemeha Co. Web. and 13% By all means go and. get 
Pres. B. Fredenburg, Auburn. enthusiasm to want to attend the 

Sec., A. W. Saultzbaugh, Auburn. North American at St. Joseph. E 
York Co, Neb. Fa PR eS CaS 

Biceo py ppellman, ork. Bulletin No 33, from the Agri- 
pemetaty, Jy, Stilson, york. cultural Division, University of 

d Buiade CoN. Minnesota, July, 1894, is devoted 
Pres., A. Stedwell, Kearney. pensr ear: p 
Sec., J. ©. Knoll, Glenwood Park. to the Russian Thistle, with photo 
eae oh Seats and’ mounted specimen of the 
When telling her story of the hot weed, and plans for its destruction. 

weather down in Texas, Mrs. Atch- See ee 
ley seems to have forgotten that The Bee Keepe’s edition of the 

the first story teller stands but lit- Dowagate Times, is the way the 

tle show. Texas may be so much Bee Keeper's Quarterly now comer — 
of a paradise that a few degrees ex- out, as the postal authorities seem 

tra in the heat register would not ed to think the Quarterly was not 

be noticed until it was kept up for, a fit subject to be sent through Un- 

a day and night. But when we in cle Sam’s mail bags. No matter 

Nebraska have a few degrees more under what name. it is well worth 

added to the first 100, and then reading, being edited by one of ghe 
kept up for six days, we certainly practical apiarists of the country, 

feel it, and who would’nt? James Heddon. 
(
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Queer Things in Animal Life. results from it are by no means uncom- 

HE greyhound runs by sight only, ™on. Many birds seem to have a cor- 
Ti isa fact. The carrier pigeon Tect notion of a gun’s range, and are 

flies his hundreds of miles home- scrupulously careful to keep beyond it. 
ward by eyesight, noting from point to The most obvious resource would be.to 

| point objects that he has marked. This fly right away out of sight and hearing, 
is only conjecture. The dragon fly, but this they do not choose to do. 
with 12,000 lenses in his eye, darts from A naturalist of Brazil gives an ac- : 
angle to angle with the rapidity of a count of an expedition that he made to 
flashing sword, and as rapidly darts one of the islands of the Amazon to 
back, not turning in the air, but with a Shoot spoonbills, ibises, and other mag- 
clash reversing the action of his four Rificent birds which are abundant there 

wings and instantaneously calculating His design was completely baffied, 

the distance of the objects, or he would however, by a wretched little sandpiper 
dash himself to pieces. But in what which preceded him, continually utter- 

conformation of the eye does this pow- ing his tell-tale ery, which at once a- 
er consist? No one can answer. roused all the birds within hearing. 

Ten thousand mosquitoes dance up Throughont the day did this individual 

| and down in the sun, with the minutest bird continue its self-imposed duty of 
| interval between them, yet no one Sentinel to others, effectually prevent- 

_ knoeks another headlong on the grass ing the approach of the hunter to the 
or breaks a leg or a wing, long and del- Same and yet managing to keep out of 

ieate as they are. Suddenly a peculiar, Tange of his gun. 
high-shouldered, vicious creature, with —-P/éladelphia Times. 
long and pendent nose, darts out of the ree f 
rising and falling clond, and settling on A Humane Man. 
your cheek, inserts a poisonous sting.  Goy. Greenhalge of Mass. is a 

oc a Pane ae ae humane man, and when he tried to 
fiewasdancing ? Novone knows buy a horse a short time ago the 

A carriage comes suddenly upon man told him it was next to impos- 

some geese in a narrow road and drives sible to get a decent animal that 
Straight through the flock. A goose didn’t have its tail docked. ‘“Then,” 
was never yet fairly run over, nor a said his excellency, “I'll walk.” 
duck. They are under the very wheels : i ot . . 
and hoofs, and yet they contrive to flap The practice of docking horses 

and waddle safely off. Habitually stu- tails is being carried on to a’ large 
pid, heavy and indolent, they are, nev- extent in Lowell. The Humane 

ertheless, equal to any emergency. Society offers a reward of 850 for 

ie Pet EE iteoage the arrest and conviction of any one 

: goes to drink, stop several times on his performing this brutal act. - Under 
way and listen and look around before 2 law now before the legislature 

he takes his draught? Noone knows. any person mutilating a horse may 
How is it that the species of an ant be sent to jail for a year or he fined 
which is taken in battle by other ants $300, and the finding of a- horse 
to be made slaves should be the black —. ayes 
Bracco aniv c Noionatkenbwe: with a freshly docked tail in the 

The power of judging of actual dan- stable of any yerson shall be sufti- 
ger and the free-and-easy boldness that cient evidence to prove 2 case. 

5
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Nearly all the so-called swell turn- The Poultry Nara. 

outs in Lowell are now drawn by — Gonpucrep BY 

horses whose tails have been cut. J. H. McCuatrcnry, 
“Lowell Citizen. SE 

ee eee at Burn the straw or other material 
The Seriptures teach us, that a from the nests, often, say once a 

sparrow shall not fall to the ground week, until you are sure you are 
> without His notice. It is true a rid of both lice and eggs. 

sparrow is quite a small Dirdycandc rave allie fowls roost. ine the 
one quite unnoticed perhaps by U8. pouse if there is plenty of room for 

A boy may thoughtlessly hurl * them, but let some stay outside un- 
stone at some bird singing in the {iN cool weather if the house is 
tree-top, and before he thinks what 4.4. qed with all of them in. 
he has done, the bird has fallen, the : 

life is ended, and the little songster , Dissolve one pound of copperas 
will be heard no more. It is sport |". four gallons of hot water and 
to some boys to go out and willful- with AV atorne SPU sprinkle the 
ly kill birds, merely because it is solution over the floor of the, hen 
fon, but, when the President of the houre or around where the fowls 

United States and his friends get at “° | It 1 a good and cheap  pre- 
this kind of sport, for the fun of it ventive of disease. 
it is surely pretty small business. If the cocks have not yet been 
Some of the newspapers seemed to removed from the flocks, do it now, 

; point with pride to the factothat at better late than never, as the num- 

one trip, this summer, the party ber of eggs produced is not mater- 

killed 385 brids, not counting the ially effected by them. Some poul- 
number wounded and left to die. — trymen claim that bens will lay 

It is said of Lincoln, during his more eggs and will not become 

term of office, that while out rid- broody as soon in the absence of 

ing, heard the cries of a bird in the the male. 

bushes near by; stopping his horse, — Phe way to secure a choice flock 
he went to help it if possible, and of hens is to hatch the chicks from _| 
his friends laughed at him forstop-  frst-class eggs and to select the | 

ping to help a “little bird.” best pullets for keeping; later, cull 
Some great men have a “‘new out poor sitters, careless mothers 

heart,” one that has tender feelings and indifferent layers and after a 
and a knowledge of doing right; few years you will have a choice 
others still cling to that old “stony flock. Select only first-class cocks | 
heart,” which is devoid of tender- for mating. , 

Bees and which knows ah It is a good plan to have coops 
No bird or animal is in the world for young poultry which will effec- 

without it has some mission in life. tually keep out skunks, eats and > 

i
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minks, for these gentlemen like of fowls. When worms have grown 

yellow-legged chickens equally as to a large size and an attempt is 

well as preachers do, and are not made to extract them, the chickens 
nearly so consciencious as to when are often suffocated. The worms 
tostop eating. Ventilation should lic singly and lengthwise, two or 
also be provided, for a foul, close three may be laying side by side. 
coop is hard on young chicks, even when anything is pushed down the 

though confined there during the windpipe, it is possible for the 
night. worms to be doubled up, or in oth- 

We believe that more care should ¢? Words, the latter are so tender 
be exercised to keep down the ver- that almost anything that touches 

min among fowls than is usually them will break them, and any- 

done; as more loss is sustained by thing pushed down into the wind- 
them than any other cause, in this P!Pe unless it be soon extracted, 
western country. It is hardly ne- or thrown out, will cause suffoca- 

cessary to say, at present, to keep "On. _ 
dust baths within easy reach of the Strip the feather referred to, on- 
fowls, as dust is everywhere just ly leaving about $ of an inch of 
now, and in sufficient quantity, but Web on it; if this is done, when the 
I think it would be a good plan to feather is turned around 3 or 4 

sprinkle insect powder in the times in the windpipe, as it ought 
dust where the hens wallow, which to be, the worm becomes entangled 
would accomplish a double purpose OM twisted among the web. There 
in health of fowl and freedom from Should be no web on the part that 
hes. is placed into the gullet, for if so, 

—_—_—_++____ when the feather is pulled out of 
Gapes in Fowls, the windpipe, the latter is likely to 

This disease is said to be caused be ruptured 
by the accumulation of small Asa rule, nothing will cure very 

worms in the throat, asa result of bad cases. 

drinking stagnated water. Poultry keepers should always be 
Wm. Cook, in London Poultry careful not to leave the water in 

says: ‘It isa good thing to put vessels out in the sun, when the 

asmall piece of camphor in the weather is hot. Careless poultry 
drinking water.” Whether cam- keepers loose 100 and even 1,000 
phor prevents gapes or not, I do chickens by not providing plen- 

not know, only I never knew of ty of fresh water. The chickens 

gapes where it was used in that are compelled to drink stagn cnt 

way. It will do no harm to use it. water from pools and ponds, I 
To extract the worms from the Would say if you are compelled to 

throat, use the sharp-pointed feath- Sedu to first boil it.) ." ; z A part of this article snould be credited to 
ers from near the end of the wings Fanny Field in the Orange Judd Farme . Ed, 

q :
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: Is there any wang in this combination tioned his brother, ‘‘if I should tell 

nat suits you? Ifyou are suited,send you that before the lapse of twenty 
us the money and we will see that the * is ail l 3 
papers are properly sent. years this liberal movement will 

For $1.25 we willsend the Nenraska have utterly crushed out the relig- 
Bre-Keeper and any one of the follow- ion of Jesus Christ?” 

ing publications one year. ‘About the same thing” was the 
"he ehraski Varme y. 

pier curs Ca Haren No ready response, ‘‘that I should say 
Orange Judd Farmer W. yea ie . 4 
alana Hanser WV if I were to see a gnat crawling up 

” HouseKeeper. semi monthly. the side of Mount Washington 
” Nebraska State Journal semi W. threatening to smash the whole 

Et World Herald- Omaha semi W. thing in with its weight.” 

Mes Neh Duo ic W. Such instances as these give us a 
American Bee Journal W. | ee é We Peainiee 

American Gardening semi M. c aed insight mto the salmist’s 

American Agriculturist, W. $150 meaning when he says, ‘‘He that 
Farm Life m 650 sitteth in the heavens shall laugh.” 
Poultry Keeper, m 85e ses ee 

Poultry and Bee Journal,m We WON'T forget the we have Barred P. 
Gleaniuys, sm 1.25 #2 Rocks, Black Langshans, S.C. 
Farm & Fireside s m 85c serq) White Leghorns, Black Breasted 

: e: De » Es ax Red Game Bantams, Partridge Should you want other papers than 9 Cochins, and Light Brahmas. 

here quoted, let us know what you ,o og. » tae as 
Pah cat We will cay ew Ors Eggs for sale in their season. 

want and we will quote you prices. A few cockrels for sale of the above 
ep Sea rac named breeds. Write for prices. 

A young college student, who bad ill exchange S. C. White Leghorn 
taken up Ingersollism because it ap- cock or cockrel for one of same breed, 

oa ie » must be good stock; my Leghorns are 
pealed to his overwhelming sense of of the P. A. Webster strain. Will also 

self-importance, came home full of exchange for White P. Rock cockrel. 

the ambition to enlighten his less For other information, address 
i Ree FAIR GROUND POULTRY. 4 

progressive relatives. YARDS. 

“What would you say,” he ques- YORK, NEB. 

Is what an Advertisement of your business will cost you 
In our Magazine for the rest of this year. 

SE-TEM”ER, OC:O"ER, NOVEM"ER, DEcEM"ER P 5 a j V J C 1 

Cash and Copy or Electro of Adv., must reach us before Aug. 20. 
The Christian Messenger is one of the finest Magazines of 
its class for 50 cts. per yr. Give us a trial advertisement? 

CHRISTIAN MESSENCER, YORK, NEB. 
Sample Copy free. Subscribe Now. 
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